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ABSTRACT
Blockchain systems have emerged as the backbone of the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency. Even though considerable research has been made
towards Proof of Work based blockchain systems, the scalability
of systems based on Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) protocols is
still limited. This work aims to suggest BFT consensus protocols
for scalable blockchain systems that allow reconfiguration. At the
same time the participants of the system are considered rational and
incentive mechanisms are adopted in the blockchain ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

Blockchain systems have emerged as the backbone of the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency, introduced in 2008 [14]. A blockchain system consists of a distributed append-only ledger of blocks of transactions.
The participants of the cryptocurrency system need to maintain a
synchronized view of the ledger and, therefore, a consensus protocol is required. Bitcoin introduced a Proof of Work (PoW) consensus
mechanism where, essentially, each participant votes with its computing power.
In 2014 Ethereum Project [17], a new cryptocurrency, redefined
blockchain systems introducing smart contracts, which are custom
application code that enforces properties among the blockchain
participants. A cryptocurrency exchange is a special case of a smart
contract. The concept of smart contracts decoupled the currency
logic from the distributed ledger infrastructure and opened the
way to general purpose blockchain systems. This resulted in the
conception of private or enterprise blockchain systems, such as
Hyperledger Fabric [5], Tendermint [3], Chain [1], and Quorum [2].
Unlike Ethereum, Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, where anyone can participate, enterprise blockchain systems enforce access
control to the participants and, hence, we call such a blockchain
system permissioned, whereas public systems like Bitcoin are called
permissionless.
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MOTIVATION

Enterprise blockchain systems have different properties and requirements. Proof of Work mechanisms are not sustainable as they
waste exorbitant amounts of energy. More recent protocols [10] [11]
move to Proof of Stake consensus mechanisms to tackle the energy
inefficiency. However, both mechanisms suffer from low throughput and high latency, as a result of the probabilistic agreement,
which makes them unsuitable for an enterprise ecosystem. On the
other hand, while open membership systems are prone to Sybil
attacks [8], the access control in permissioned systems allows us to
move towards Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) algorithms [12] that
have been studied for decades now with respect to the machine
state replication problem. Practical BFT protocols, introduced by

Castro and Liskov [6] allow a large throughput. Their high message
complexity, though, limits their scalability. As Vukolić analyzes [16],
numerous protocols have been proposed as improvements to both
PoW and BFT and there exist efforts to combine the best of both
worlds.
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RESEARCH PLAN

So far, considerable research has been conducted in the performance and security of permissionless blockchain systems. Decker
and Wattenhofer [7] study the time needed for the propagation
of a transaction block in the Bitcoin network and they associate
the delay with the size of the block. Gervais et al. [9] developed a
framework to evaluate and compare Bitcoin with Litecoin, Dogecoin, Bitcoin’s most important forks, as well as with Ethereum.
However, the recently conceptualized permissioned blockchain
systems have not been studied until now in depth. Therefore, the
proposed research project aims to explore this area. As a first step,
existing consensus protocols must be deployed in the context of a
blockchain system and in the scale of a wide area network so that
network parameters such as latency, throughput, availability and
scalability can be evaluated. Taking into account the results of this
study, the goal is to suggest an optimal protocol according to a set
of requirements (security assumptions, number of nodes, network
topology, transaction and block size, etc.) that correspond to a
realistic enterprise blockchain ecosystem. Looking into enterprise
blockchain proof-of-concepts and prototypes, already reveals a
wide variety of requirements and therefore the suggested protocol
should be highly configurable.
More specifically, regarding the scalability parameter, despite
the extended aforementioned research in Byzantine Fault Tolerance, defining and evaluating a practical protocol that scales up to
thousand nodes, a realistic number of stakeholders in an enterprise
blockchain setup, is still an open problem. This research work aims
to explore this problem.
Considering the configuration of the system, in a realistic scenario the set of participants should be able to change without compromising security. However, unlike PoW consensus BFT protocols
require a static set of known participants. To this direction, Martin and Alvisi [13] and later Rodrigues et al. [15] have suggested
automatic reconfiguration protocols for reliable distributed storage systems. This work aims to further explore dynamic consensus protocols and evaluate them in the context of a permissioned
blockchain system. Hyperledger Fabric [5] has already decoupled
ordering from execution and validation of transactions. As a next
step, we envision a public yet permissioned distributed ordering
service, where participants can offer resources for the ordering
and receive payment for their services in the form of transaction
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fees. The dynamic reconfigurable protocol is required to serve this
scenario.
Finally, in a blockchain ecosystem the participants of the consensus protocol can belong to different organisations with opposing
interests, unlike in a traditional distributed system. In such an environment, each participant is expected to be rational, i.e. try to
optimize its own state. Therefore, the participants must be given
incentives to comply with the protocol. Moreover, if we consider a
public ordering service, the participants should be incentivised to
actively participate in the protocol, despite their negative utility i.e.
the cost of the resources they dedicate. Solidus [4] is a recent proposal for incentive-compatible Proof of Work consensus in a public
blockchain, while Ouroboros [11] studies rational participants with
respect to a Proof of Stake Protocol. This research project aims to
study how to adopt Game Theory mechanisms in a BFT protocol.
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SUMMARY

To summarize, this research work will focus on the performance and
scalability of distributed fault tolerant protocols with application
to blockchain systems, targeting the following key points:
(1) Analysis and large scale evaluation of the performance, scalability and security of consensus mechanisms. Suggestion
of optimal protocols with respect to required network and
security parameters.
(2) Suggestion and evaluation of dynamic consensus mechanisms that allow the reconfiguration of the network without
compromising the security properties of the system, while
allowing a public ordering service.
(3) Incentive compatible BFT protocols.
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